NextGen Timeline

2020
- VENDOR Selected (Fall)
- FINANCE/HR Implementation Planning Begins (Dec)
- FINANCE/HR Implementation Planning Finalized (Mar)
- FINANCE/HR Scope Finalized (Jul)
- FINANCE/HR Designing, Configuring, and Testing Begins (Jul)

2021
- FINANCE/HR Implementation Planning Begins (Oct)
- FINANCE/HR Implementation Planning Finalized (Mar)
- FINANCE/HR Designing, Configuring, and Testing Begins (May)
- FINANCE/HR Designing, Configuring, and Testing Ends (Jun)
- FINANCE/HR Post-Production Support Begins (Jul)
- STUDENT Implementation Planning Begins (Oct)
- STUDENT Implementation Planning Finalized (Jul)

2022
- STUDENT Implementation Planning Finalized (Jan)
- STUDENT Designing, Configuring, and Testing Begins (Jan)
- STUDENT Designing, Configuring, and Testing Ends (Jun)
- STUDENT Post-Production Support Begins (Jul)
- FINANCE/HR Post-Production Support Transitions to Minnesota State (Jun)

2023
- STUDENT Post-Production Support with Workday Begins (Oct)
- STUDENT Implementation Deployment Begins (Jul)
- STUDENT Implementation Deployment Ends (Oct)
- STUDENT Scope Finalized (Jan)
- STUDENT Designing, Configuring, and Testing Finalized (Jul)

2024
- STUDENT Designing, Configuring, and Testing Finalized (Jul)
- STUDENT Implementation Deployment Begins (Jul)
- STUDENT Implementation Deployment Ends (Aug)
- STUDEnt Post-Production Support with Workday Finalized (Aug)
- FINANCE/HR Post-Production Support Ends (Oct)

2025
- STUDENT Post-Production Support with Workday Finalized (Aug)

2026
- STUDENT Implementation Deployment Ends (Oct)

2027
- STUDENT Implementation Deployment Begins (Jul)

Student Modules

Milestone 1 Modules
- Recruiting
- Admissions
- App. Fees
- Deposits
- Student Core Calendars
- Programs

Milestone 2 Modules
- ISIR Load
- FA Pkg 1
- Course Cat.
- Class Schedule

Milestone 3 Modules
- Registration
- Advising
- FA Pkg 2
- Fee Calc.
- Waivers

Milestone 4 Modules
- Billing
- Payments
- R2T4

Milestone 5 Modules
- Grading
- Add/Drop
- Transcripts
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